
Artifact Type Description (Topic) Grade
Level
Link

Related Goal and CS&DF Standard

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for a curriculum topic
of your choice

.Create a Story

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for a curriculum topic
of your choice

.Cat / Mouse

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for a curriculum topic
of your choice

.Add a backdrop

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for a curriculum topic
of your choice

Crab Walk

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713942270
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713943065
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713940630
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713946913/


Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for a curriculum topic
of your choice

Fly to a Spot

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for a curriculum topic
of your choice

Add a backdrop 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for a curriculum topic
of your choice

Walking Giraffe

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for a curriculum topic
of your choice

Step by Step

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for a curriculum topic
of your choice

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713946329
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713939416
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713945761
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714253470


Walking Cat others
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for an autobiography

About Me

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for an autobiography

About Me

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for an autobiography

About Me

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for an autobiography

About Me

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714257028
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714224573
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713968233
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713968124
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713968025


Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for an autobiography

About Me

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for an autobiography

About Me

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for an autobiography

About Me

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for an autobiography

About Me

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with
others

● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Create an exemplar Scratch
project for an autobiography

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● DL 2 Select appropriate digital tools to

collaborate and communicate with

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713968055
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713967713
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713968029
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713968383


About Me others
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug it

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug-It 1.3 remix remix on
Scratch (mit.edu)

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713968640
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713964134
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713964257
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713963934
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714265036/editor/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714265036/editor/


Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713965545
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713963963
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713964067
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713958876


Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into

smaller named tasks

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713964140
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713962107
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713964227
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713963930


coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug 1

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

About Me

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713963925
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713968640
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713964284
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713964284


Debug ● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

debug

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

Analyze a Scratch project for
coding errors in order to
“Debug”

Debug 1

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Use Scratch to create an
interactive project of your
name using code.

Animate your name

● K-1.CT.1 Identify and describe one or
more patterns (found in nature or
designed) and examine the patterns to
find similarities and make predictions.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

● K-1.CT.8 Identify a task consisting of
steps that are repeated and recognize
which steps are repeated.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Use Scratch to create an
interactive project of your
name using code.

● K-1.CT.1 Identify and describe one or
more patterns (found in nature or
designed) and examine the patterns to
find similarities and make predictions.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

● K-1.CT.8 Identify a task consisting of
steps that are repeated and recognize

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713964284
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713964236
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713964070
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714188759


Animated name which steps are repeated.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Use Scratch to create an
interactive project of your
name using code.

Animated Name

● K-1.CT.1 Identify and describe one or
more patterns (found in nature or
designed) and examine the patterns to
find similarities and make predictions.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

● K-1.CT.8 Identify a task consisting of
steps that are repeated and recognize
which steps are repeated.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Use Scratch to create an
interactive project of your
name using code.

Animate your name

● K-1.CT.1 Identify and describe one or
more patterns (found in nature or
designed) and examine the patterns to
find similarities and make predictions.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

● K-1.CT.8 Identify a task consisting of
steps that are repeated and recognize
which steps are repeated.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Use Scratch to create an
interactive project of your
name using code.

Animate your name

● K-1.CT.1 Identify and describe one or
more patterns (found in nature or
designed) and examine the patterns to
find similarities and make predictions.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

● K-1.CT.8 Identify a task consisting of
steps that are repeated and recognize
which steps are repeated.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Use Scratch to create an
interactive project of your
name using code.

Animate your name

● K-1.CT.1 Identify and describe one or
more patterns (found in nature or
designed) and examine the patterns to
find similarities and make predictions.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

● K-1.CT.8 Identify a task consisting of
steps that are repeated and recognize
which steps are repeated.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Use Scratch to create an
interactive project of your
name using code.

● K-1.CT.1 Identify and describe one or
more patterns (found in nature or
designed) and examine the patterns to
find similarities and make predictions.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

● K-1.CT.8 Identify a task consisting of

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714188124
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714191392
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714187919
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714190755
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714188208


Animated steps that are repeated and recognize
which steps are repeated.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Use Scratch to create an
interactive project of your
name using code.

Animate your name

● K-1.CT.1 Identify and describe one or
more patterns (found in nature or
designed) and examine the patterns to
find similarities and make predictions.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

● K-1.CT.8 Identify a task consisting of
steps that are repeated and recognize
which steps are repeated.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714188243
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714187888
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714263491
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714249897
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714248311


Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2.3

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into

smaller named tasks

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714248113
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714263491
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714258295
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714249588


project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714247120
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714262328/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714249611
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714246254


Debug 2 ● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to
create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714241713
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714246196
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714250417
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714250417
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714248333


Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714246958
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714248082
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714015563
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714250417


Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades k-2)

PART 2 Analyze a Scratch
project for coding errors in
order to “Debug”

Debug 2

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● Follow an algorithm to complete a task.
● CT 9 Identify and fix (debug) errors

within a simple algorithm.
● DL 4 Use at least one digital tool to

create a digital artifact.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Develop a short story using
Scratch and apply background
changes and speech bubbles.

Scratch Scenes

● K-1.CT.4 Identify a problem or task and
discuss ways to break it into multiple
smaller steps.

● K-1.CT.5 Recognize that the same task
can be described at different levels of
detail.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Develop a short story using
Scratch and apply background

● K-1.CT.4 Identify a problem or task and
discuss ways to break it into multiple
smaller steps.

● K-1.CT.5 Recognize that the same task
can be described at different levels of

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714250417
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714246196
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714250417
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714253313


changes and speech bubbles.

Scratch Scenes

detail.
● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to

complete a task.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Develop a short story using
Scratch and apply background
changes and speech bubbles.

Scratch Scenes

● K-1.CT.4 Identify a problem or task and
discuss ways to break it into multiple
smaller steps.

● K-1.CT.5 Recognize that the same task
can be described at different levels of
detail.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Develop a short story using
Scratch and apply background
changes and speech bubbles.

Scratch Scene

● K-1.CT.4 Identify a problem or task and
discuss ways to break it into multiple
smaller steps.

● K-1.CT.5 Recognize that the same task
can be described at different levels of
detail.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Develop a short story using
Scratch and apply background
changes and speech bubbles.

Scratch Scenes

● K-1.CT.4 Identify a problem or task and
discuss ways to break it into multiple
smaller steps.

● K-1.CT.5 Recognize that the same task
can be described at different levels of
detail.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Develop a short story using
Scratch and apply background
changes and speech bubbles.

Scratch Scenes

● K-1.CT.4 Identify a problem or task and
discuss ways to break it into multiple
smaller steps.

● K-1.CT.5 Recognize that the same task
can be described at different levels of
detail.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Develop a short story using
Scratch and apply background
changes and speech bubbles.

● K-1.CT.4 Identify a problem or task and
discuss ways to break it into multiple
smaller steps.

● K-1.CT.5 Recognize that the same task
can be described at different levels of
detail.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714255635
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714253438
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714253750
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714253217
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714256298


Scratch Scenes ● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Develop a short story using
Scratch and apply background
changes and speech bubbles.

Scratch Scenes

● K-1.CT.4 Identify a problem or task and
discuss ways to break it into multiple
smaller steps.

● K-1.CT.5 Recognize that the same task
can be described at different levels of
detail.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Develop a short story using
Scratch and apply background
changes and speech bubbles.

Scratch Scenes

● K-1.CT.4 Identify a problem or task and
discuss ways to break it into multiple
smaller steps.

● K-1.CT.5 Recognize that the same task
can be described at different levels of
detail.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Develop a short story using
Scratch and apply background
changes and speech bubbles.

Scratch Scenes

● K-1.CT.4 Identify a problem or task and
discuss ways to break it into multiple
smaller steps.

● K-1.CT.5 Recognize that the same task
can be described at different levels of
detail.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Develop a short story using
Scratch and apply background
changes and speech bubbles.

Scratch Scenes

● K-1.CT.4 Identify a problem or task and
discuss ways to break it into multiple
smaller steps.

● K-1.CT.5 Recognize that the same task
can be described at different levels of
detail.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

Teacher
Developed
Resource

(Grades K-2)

Develop a short story using
Scratch and apply background
changes and speech bubbles.

Scratch Scenes

● K-1.CT.4 Identify a problem or task and
discuss ways to break it into multiple
smaller steps.

● K-1.CT.5 Recognize that the same task
can be described at different levels of
detail.

● K-1.CT.6 Follow an algorithm to
complete a task.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714253574
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714255933
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714253941
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714254251
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714253290
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/714233705


Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades k-2)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Let’s Explore the Keyboard

● K-1.DL.1 Identify and explore
the keys on a keyboard.

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades k-2)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Working Together Online

● K-1.DL.2 Communicate and
work with others using digital
tools

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades k-2)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Understanding Diversity - So
many colors and Shapes

● K-1.DL.2 Communicate and
work with others using digital
tools

● K-1.DL.3 Conduct a basic
search based on a provided
keyword.

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades k-2)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

BeeBot Troubleshooting

● K-1.DL.4 Use a least one digital
tool to create a digital artifact.

Student
Artifacts

Famous Person
(3-5)

Use Scratch! to create an
animated story to teach viewers
about a famous person from
history. Your program should
include:
● At least 3 interesting

● 4-6 CT 10 Design and develop a
solution using an iterative process

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● CT 1 - Develop computational model of
a system that shows changes in outputs
result in changes in input

● DL 2 Select
appropriate digital tools to collaborate
and communicate with others

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s7Lz2WDxXsRUamVhO2bNDTyQ2Q-XUmUFqfPu6qUEGQA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A1HK5jnbupUPqUrW7HkY1PEvJeV-DvCKtBJ8PB5Jrik/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1rB_FicaO1tJv0zGtMM5vIPhH0wKh201pqu_eIEWFsSI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1rB_FicaO1tJv0zGtMM5vIPhH0wKh201pqu_eIEWFsSI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GnRXIPw842I23SJvURwJOApBdp0Gy9KIopnkuVbgpWE/edit?usp=sharing


facts about your person

● At least 1 sprite

● At least 2 different
scenes with their own
backdrops

Famous Person Project

Scratch Project Famous Person
(3-5)

Use Scratch! to create an
animated story to teach viewers
about a famous person from
history. Your program should
include:
● At least 3 interesting

facts about your person

● At least 1 sprite

● At least 2 different
scenes with their own
backdrops

Famous Person Project

● 4-6 CT 10 Design and develop a
solution using an iterative process

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● CT 1 - Develop computational model of
a system that shows changes in outputs
result in changes in input

● DL 2 Select
appropriate digital tools to collaborate
and communicate with others

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades 2-3)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Opinion Writing/Sharing
information digitally

● 2-3.DL.6 Describe ways that
information may be shared
online.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/643320679
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/643320679
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TsncaZ1BlV9ODQifBohneygFqkOBSJQBsWmUULr_rlo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TsncaZ1BlV9ODQifBohneygFqkOBSJQBsWmUULr_rlo/edit?usp=sharing


Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades k-2)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Parts of the Computer

● K-1.DL.1 Identify and explore
the keys on a keyboard.

● K-1.NSD.2 Identify basic
hardware components that are
found in computing devices.

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades k-2)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Being a Good Digital Citizen

● K-1.DL.7 Identify actions that
promote good digital
citizenship, and those that do
not.

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades k-2)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Police Officers

● K-1.IC.7 Identify multiple jobs
that use computing technologies

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades k-2)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Exploring computing
technology career
opportunities

● K-1.IC.6 With teacher support,
identify different ways people
interact with computers and
computing devices.

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades k-2)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

How can we Use the SeeSaw
pen and microphone tools to

● K-1.IC.1 Identify and discuss
how tasks are accomplished
with and without computing
technology.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wuBuzj3PBMXs-KGY7nQh-BO4yILxlEd3RILa7a5K6QI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GgVjNLRESvJPffzmfCJCAWRFWcSbbkHDwXoi27Tt_C0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s96KizahIa8FRJGl54qd3fyQePNp2Wm__QSFWoN_9yY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SGnYT1nQHZw4oGD9TSL89OOelnuLkiGazQ47stXUy1U/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SGnYT1nQHZw4oGD9TSL89OOelnuLkiGazQ47stXUy1U/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SGnYT1nQHZw4oGD9TSL89OOelnuLkiGazQ47stXUy1U/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CJq1jBjP00T8q6jEEaS0BlXhE6mtsAKEDrJureaXCFg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CJq1jBjP00T8q6jEEaS0BlXhE6mtsAKEDrJureaXCFg/edit?usp=sharing


share what we know?

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades 2)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Community Helpers and
Technology

● K-1.IC.7 Identify multiple jobs
that use computing technologies

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades k-2)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Community Helpers and
Technology

● K-1.IC.7 Identify multiple jobs
that use computing technologies

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades 2-3)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Animal brochure idea
generation

● 2-3.DL.3 Conduct basic
searches based on student
identified keywords.

PD Resource Suggested CS Fundamentals
lessons k-5

Relates to k-6 CS / DF Standards

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades 2-3)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Create a Playground

● 2-3.DL.3 Conduct basic
searches based on student
identified keywords.

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades 4-6) 4-6.DL.6 Describe persistence of digital
information and explain how actions in online

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CJq1jBjP00T8q6jEEaS0BlXhE6mtsAKEDrJureaXCFg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TJAOFRRsT26rRHcHnJWKwXhgfFwgL0o_HpnNyLrZVL8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TJAOFRRsT26rRHcHnJWKwXhgfFwgL0o_HpnNyLrZVL8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TJAOFRRsT26rRHcHnJWKwXhgfFwgL0o_HpnNyLrZVL8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TJAOFRRsT26rRHcHnJWKwXhgfFwgL0o_HpnNyLrZVL8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19RousLS4oGLj71AMp4_VQwUsb2tOWuC1ZRKYEr-MQQo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19RousLS4oGLj71AMp4_VQwUsb2tOWuC1ZRKYEr-MQQo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vngA3vFvqiuZTi3624dRGvWLmkgLuH-ZtiUCr_-yBYw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vngA3vFvqiuZTi3624dRGvWLmkgLuH-ZtiUCr_-yBYw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tpBW7WaW_7qv1T2Qo_cMcBa4yfAXKNoZFPs3JO7luEA/edit?usp=sharing


Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Our online tracks

spaces can have consequences.

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades 4-6)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Cause & Effect of Online
Behavior

4-6.DL.6 Describe persistence of digital
information and explain how actions in online
spaces can have consequences.

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades 4-6)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Intro to New Templates -
Presenting the Life Cycle

4-6.DL.4 Use a variety of digital
tools and resources to create and
revise digital artifacts.

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades 4-6)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Effects Digital Apps Have on
Society

4-6.IC.1
Describe computing technologies
that have changed the world, and
express how those technologies
influence, and are influenced by,
cultural practices.

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades 4-6)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Animal Research

● 4-6.DL.3 Conduct and refine advanced
multicriteria digital searches to locate
content relevant to varied learning goals.
Clarifying Statement Focus should be on the
quality of results a search generates, and
how to improve search results based on the
task or purpose by defining multiple search
criteria and using filters.

● 4-6.DL.4 Use a variety of digital tools and
resources to create and revise digital
artifacts. Clarifying Statement The focus is on
understanding the editing process when
creating digital artifacts on multiple

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AdW2ImSjS3sFr2DT_Avtzpj8IdoibS6jMXV62kn0NQE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_QzOxwIuJIOD-QCAHFJnEGvILokUjbRbupZZk1SDYCI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_QzOxwIuJIOD-QCAHFJnEGvILokUjbRbupZZk1SDYCI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nY3rWrx7dfG7plXaxzaQv5D4g63isBfYN4FQR06OL1M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nY3rWrx7dfG7plXaxzaQv5D4g63isBfYN4FQR06OL1M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17zV5VKKmKiRFclo2nFBDHjrf9CT4hT-EE7NUVq84QAI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17zV5VKKmKiRFclo2nFBDHjrf9CT4hT-EE7NUVq84QAI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jUWq9rhVqr2u183Fm3rp3yUgO2tdnxOUQdc5gsVtp8g/edit?usp=sharing


platforms.

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades 4-6)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Technolgy Present Vs Past

● 4-6.IC.1
Describe computing
technologies that have
changed the world, and
express how those
technologies influence, and
are influenced by, cultural
practices.

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades 4-6)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Internet Safety

4-6.DL.6 Describe persistence of digital
information and explain how actions in online
spaces can have consequences.

● Identify public and private
digital spaces.

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades 4-6)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Evolution of the Phone

● 4-6.IC.1
Describe computing technologies
that have changed the world, and
express how those technologies
influence, and are influenced by,
cultural practices.

Lesson Plan
Template

(Grades 4-6)

Write a lesson plan so that it
includes at least one of the
CS/DF standards

Collaborative Fractured Fairy
Tales

2-3.IC.2
Compare and explain rules related to
computing technologies and digital
information.

3R3:
In literary texts, describe character traits,
motivations, or feelings, drawing on specific
details from the text. In informational texts,
describe the relationship among a series of
events, ideas, concepts, or steps in a text,
using language that pertains to time,
sequence, and cause/effect.

3R9:
Recognize genres and make connections to other
texts, ideas, cultural perspectives, eras, personal
events, and situations.

Pics Computational Thinking and
Decoding Ciphers

4-6.CT.6 Compare two or more algorithms and
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
each for a specific task
4-6.CT.9 Explain each step of an algorithm or
program that includes repetition and conditionals

https://docs.google.com/document/d/17pas5hdTnicLmW6nEMvqEQCaDOcGM8PU0pvnlsIwWVk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oB2KhBkudo77L-n8WxI7DJ7O4FkCXrIkXfjY3GEw82c/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1c2e2ANhWHruiygnMSg5xO6dq7uXTRWhD8bw0A1xSXVo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vZORfa9os_p5xF0LjbNu9RU1KzCTfNa96lf4iibIGZ8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vZORfa9os_p5xF0LjbNu9RU1KzCTfNa96lf4iibIGZ8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1r9aVAdpGB2SpILkSuHWR5CXdrBfbUQq7?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1r9aVAdpGB2SpILkSuHWR5CXdrBfbUQq7?usp=sharing


for the purposes of debugging

Pics MS Binary Coding Program
Binary Coding Photos

Pics Robotics Club Program
Robotics Club Pictures

Teacher
Resources

Slideshow containing Grade
5-6 level CS resources for
plugged and unplugged
activities for CS Week
CS Week Project ideas

Pics Bee-Bot Coding Program
Bee-Bots Pictures

Pics Photos from Longwood’s
Technology Showcase - Grades
K-12
Robotics Club Pictures

ELA Integration
Scratch Project

Famous Person
(3-5)

Use Scratch! to create an
animated story to teach viewers
about a famous person from
history. Your program should
include:
● At least 3 interesting

facts about your person

● At least 1 sprite

● At least 2 different
scenes with their own
backdrops

Biography Scratch Project

● 4-6 CT 10 Design and develop a
solution using an iterative process

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● CT 1 - Develop computational model of
a system that shows changes in outputs
result in changes in input

● DL 2 Select
appropriate digital tools to collaborate
and communicate with others

ELA Integration
Scratch Project

Famous Person
(3-5)

Use Scratch! to create an
animated story to teach viewers
about a famous person from
history. Your program should

● 4-6 CT 10 Design and develop a
solution using an iterative process

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● CT 1 - Develop computational model of

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1C2N7SazYmt250nwnE_qSvG9-rn1h8qs7?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AiINB5V8tGm4W4OULp9C41cyahByh0v0?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19gnO-q4jIxPtGK4yRlH6rgFNZdRX4uzUVOzcq-PSGV4/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1TUknxiFlE1XLBco1f1AiZFFYq6RBKI6j
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AiINB5V8tGm4W4OULp9C41cyahByh0v0?usp=sharing
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/812485464


include:
● At least 3 interesting

facts about your person

● At least 1 sprite

● At least 2 different
scenes with their own
backdrops

Biography Scratch Project

a system that shows changes in outputs
result in changes in input

● DL 2 Select
appropriate digital tools to collaborate
and communicate with others

ELA Integration
Scratch Project

Famous Person
(3-5)

Use Scratch! to create an
animated story to teach viewers
about a famous person from
history. Your program should
include:
● At least 3 interesting

facts about your person

● At least 1 sprite

● At least 2 different
scenes with their own
backdrops

Biography Scratch Project

● 4-6 CT 10 Design and develop a
solution using an iterative process

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● CT 1 - Develop computational model of
a system that shows changes in outputs
result in changes in input

● DL 2 Select
appropriate digital tools to collaborate
and communicate with others

ELA Integration
Scratch Project

Famous Person
(3-5)

Use Scratch! to create an
animated story to teach viewers
about a famous person from
history. Your program should
include:
● At least 3 interesting

facts about your person

● At least 1 sprite

● At least 2 different
scenes with their own

● 4-6 CT 10 Design and develop a
solution using an iterative process

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● CT 1 - Develop computational model of
a system that shows changes in outputs
result in changes in input

● DL 2 Select
appropriate digital tools to collaborate
and communicate with others

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/810615152
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/810626429/editor/


backdrops

Biography Scratch Project

ELA Integration
Scratch Project

Famous Person
(3-5)

Use Scratch! to create an
animated story to teach viewers
about a famous person from
history. Your program should
include:
● At least 3 interesting

facts about your person

● At least 1 sprite

● At least 2 different
scenes with their own
backdrops

Biography Scratch Project

● 4-6 CT 10 Design and develop a
solution using an iterative process

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● CT 1 - Develop computational model of
a system that shows changes in outputs
result in changes in input

● DL 2 Select
appropriate digital tools to collaborate
and communicate with others

ELA Integration
Scratch Project

Famous Person
(3-5)

Use Scratch! to create an
animated story to teach viewers
about a famous person from
history. Your program should
include:
● At least 3 interesting

facts about your person

● At least 1 sprite

● At least 2 different
scenes with their own
backdrops

Biography Scratch Project

● 4-6 CT 10 Design and develop a
solution using an iterative process

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● CT 1 - Develop computational model of
a system that shows changes in outputs
result in changes in input

● DL 2 Select
appropriate digital tools to collaborate
and communicate with others

ELA Integration Famous Person

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/810626429/editor/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/810600453
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/812485464


Scratch Project (3-5)

Use Scratch to create an
animated story to teach viewers
about a famous person from
history. Your program should
include:
● At least 3 interesting

facts about your person

● At least 1 sprite

● At least 2 different
scenes with their own
backdrops

Biography Scratch Project

● 4-6 CT 10 Design and develop a
solution using an iterative process

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● CT 1 - Develop computational model of
a system that shows changes in outputs
result in changes in input

● DL 2 Select
appropriate digital tools to collaborate
and communicate with others

ELA Integration
Non-Fiction
Biography
Research

(Grades 2-4)
Students used BookCreator to
bring their books to life using
digital tools.

Biography (Wax Museum)

● 2-3.DL.2 Communicate and work with
others using digital tools to share
knowledge and convey ideas.

● 2-3.DL.4 Use a variety of digital tools
and resources to create digital artifacts.

ELA Integration
Non-Fiction
Biography
Research

Students used BookCreator to
bring their books to life using
digital tools.

Biography (Wax Museum)

● 2-3.DL.2 Communicate and work with
others using digital tools to share
knowledge and convey ideas.

● 2-3.DL.4 Use a variety of digital tools
and resources to create digital artifacts.

ELA Integration
Non-Fiction
Biography
Research

Students used BookCreator to
bring their books to life using
digital tools.

Biography (Wax Museum)

● 2-3.DL.2 Communicate and work with
others using digital tools to share
knowledge and convey ideas.

● 2-3.DL.4 Use a variety of digital tools
and resources to create digital artifacts.

ELA Integration
Non-Fiction
Biography
Research

Students used BookCreator to
bring their books to life using
digital tools.

Biography (Wax Museum)

● 2-3.DL.2 Communicate and work with
others using digital tools to share
knowledge and convey ideas.

● 2-3.DL.4 Use a variety of digital tools
and resources to create digital artifacts.

ELA Integration
Non-Fiction
Biography
Research

Students used BookCreator to
bring their books to life using
digital tools.

Biography (Wax Museum)

● 2-3.DL.2 Communicate and work with
others using digital tools to share
knowledge and convey ideas.

● 2-3.DL.4 Use a variety of digital tools
and resources to create digital artifacts.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/810608477
https://read.bookcreator.com/X1ltkYqL4vM52aoGfXAMrF5gQbP2/XTn8WxeGTGGsuQWgcGRdEQ
https://read.bookcreator.com/nVwhdF2ZWKao5z5opWWcSfv4lFj1/343butUVT_6zJxq4vneNFw
https://read.bookcreator.com/60rPl0kIJBZtAnbCJABKQjool5Z2/IHNAsr2CS-WO46gP-F11Zw
https://read.bookcreator.com/cRzqJgs7gtOtTD8D1FXZdsVzqnF2/-AtvF8dSSHycynjbEYJ3jA
https://read.bookcreator.com/ZycbThE2aCaBZCdOLgZIuJ2muZK2/X1lZ6uShQ12oL0AqAVQ3vw


ELA Integration
Non-Fiction
Biography
Research

Students used BookCreator to
bring their books to life using
digital tools.

Biography (Wax Museum)

● 2-3.DL.2 Communicate and work with
others using digital tools to share
knowledge and convey ideas.

● 2-3.DL.4 Use a variety of digital tools
and resources to create digital artifacts.

ELA Integration
Non-Fiction
Biography
Research

Students used BookCreator to
bring their books to life using
digital tools.

Biography (Wax Museum)

● 2-3.DL.2 Communicate and work with
others using digital tools to share
knowledge and convey ideas.

● 2-3.DL.4 Use a variety of digital tools
and resources to create digital artifacts.

ELA Integration
Non-Fiction
Biography
Research

Students used BookCreator to
bring their books to life using
digital tools.

Biography (Wax Museum)

● 2-3.DL.2 Communicate and work with
others using digital tools to share
knowledge and convey ideas.

● 2-3.DL.4 Use a variety of digital tools
and resources to create digital artifacts.

ELA Integration
Non-Fiction
Biography
Research

Students used BookCreator to
bring their books to life using
digital tools.

Biography (Wax Museum)

● 2-3.DL.2 Communicate and work with
others using digital tools to share
knowledge and convey ideas.

● 2-3.DL.4 Use a variety of digital tools
and resources to create digital artifacts.

ELA Integration
Non-Fiction
Biography
Research

Students used BookCreator to
bring their books to life using
digital tools.

Biography (Wax Museum)

● 2-3.DL.2 Communicate and work with
others using digital tools to share
knowledge and convey ideas.

● 2-3.DL.4 Use a variety of digital tools
and resources to create digital artifacts.

ELA Integration
Non-Fiction
Biography
Research

Students used BookCreator to
bring their books to life using
digital tools.

Biography (Wax Museum)

● 2-3.DL.2 Communicate and work with
others using digital tools to share
knowledge and convey ideas.

● 2-3.DL.4 Use a variety of digital tools
and resources to create digital artifacts.

Scratch Jr Pics Second graders using Scratch
Jr.
20220519_141844.jpg
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Grade 2

2-3.CT.1 Create a model of an object or
computational process in order to identify
patterns and essential elements of the object or
process

2-3.CT.6 Create two or more algorithms for the
same task.

2-3.CT.9 Identify and debug errors within an

https://read.bookcreator.com/dM50DnW2yNZ61WHw9zakxkCZn902/KQb8qYqTR92Zf8Edg15P_g
https://read.bookcreator.com/Plto8l0j3CXcb9U8Tk1CXImQsC73/6iO3olz9Qa6Jdbh9aylVPg
https://read.bookcreator.com/TFRmsAmgxAP2YNre5L4Ea8QDI2h1/qNUyhyh0QFy864NLTfaOag
https://read.bookcreator.com/xYvq3dr3xWdVo3HmNIhq8jG2BWG3/__EYUAvTR3iUzrTnjs2cqA
https://read.bookcreator.com/bMyFJ5tFB6aaQSNzUdCLquMNtF13/0nvxgqbZR-6u4wYiylKYug
https://read.bookcreator.com/jjUmlWQOHrPtd8rmiuUnFuTZEz63/qDtI3BdoR3-U11l3Xr7KOQ
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18XPj3sCtd1-Ol3aWfS-fqgIQunZSDHb5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tIfjnMrHOFvzhWnzSXjV6y6XzU2ue-vc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12cHHCMQCZXAq6HWAKi9dlkcf5lpGiPYz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zT1UhB-zLcze4_BK-Azb_x5p68phrH8k/view?usp=sharing


algorithm or program that includes sequencing
or repetition.

ELA Integration
Scratch Project

Building a Healthy Diet
(2-5)

Use Scratch! to create an
animated story to teach
viewers. Your program should
include:
● At least 3 interesting

facts

● At least 1 sprite

ELA Integration Scratch project

● 2-3.CT.8 Identify steps within a task that
should only be carried out under certain
precise conditions.

● 2-3.CT.9 Identify and debug errors
within an algorithm or program that
includes sequencing or repetition

● 4-6 CT 10 Design and develop a
solution using an iterative process

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● CT 1 - Develop computational model of
a system that shows changes in outputs
result in changes in input

● DL 2 Select
appropriate digital tools to collaborate
and communicate with others

ELA Integration
Scratch Project

Solve the mystery
(2-5)

Use Scratch! to create an
animated story to teach
viewers. Your program should
include:
● At least 3 interesting

facts

● At least 1 sprite

ELA Integration Scratch project

● 2-3.CT.8 Identify steps within a task that
should only be carried out under certain
precise conditions.

● 2-3.CT.9 Identify and debug errors
within an algorithm or program that
includes sequencing or repetition

● 4-6 CT 10 Design and develop a
solution using an iterative process

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● CT 1 - Develop computational model of
a system that shows changes in outputs
result in changes in input

● DL 2 Select
appropriate digital tools to collaborate
and communicate with others

ELA Integration
Scratch Project

Solve the mystery
(2-5)

Use Scratch! to create an
animated story to teach
viewers. Your program should
include:
● At least 3 interesting

● 2-3.CT.8 Identify steps within a task that
should only be carried out under certain
precise conditions.

● 2-3.CT.9 Identify and debug errors
within an algorithm or program that
includes sequencing or repetition

● 4-6 CT 10 Design and develop a

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/731022981/editor
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/792423420/editor


facts

● At least 1 sprite

ELA Integration Scratch project

solution using an iterative process
● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into

smaller named tasks
● CT 1 - Develop computational model of

a system that shows changes in outputs
result in changes in input

● DL 2 Select
appropriate digital tools to collaborate
and communicate with others

ELA Integration
Scratch Project

Biography

(3-5)

Use Scratch! to create an
animated story to teach
viewers. Your program should
include:
● At least 3 interesting

facts

● At least 1 sprite

ELA Integration Scratch project

● 2-3.CT.8 Identify steps within a task that
should only be carried out under certain
precise conditions.

● 2-3.CT.9 Identify and debug errors
within an algorithm or program that
includes sequencing or repetition

● 4-6 CT 10 Design and develop a
solution using an iterative process

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● CT 1 - Develop computational model of
a system that shows changes in outputs
result in changes in input

● DL 2 Select
appropriate digital tools to collaborate
and communicate with others

ELA Integration
Scratch Project

Solve the mystery
(2-5)

Use Scratch! to create an
animated story to teach
viewers. Your program should
include:
● At least 3 interesting

facts

● At least 1 sprite

ELA Integration Scratch project

● 2-3.CT.8 Identify steps within a task that
should only be carried out under certain
precise conditions.

● 2-3.CT.9 Identify and debug errors
within an algorithm or program that
includes sequencing or repetition

● 4-6 CT 10 Design and develop a
solution using an iterative process

● CT 4 - Decompose a problem into
smaller named tasks

● CT 1 - Develop computational model of
a system that shows changes in outputs
result in changes in input

● DL 2 Select
appropriate digital tools to collaborate
and communicate with others

ELA Integration
Scratch Project

Fractured Fairy Tales
(2)

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/769887233/editor
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/769887233/editor
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/764182797/


Use Scratch! to create an
animated story to teach
viewers. Your program should
include:
● At least 3 interesting

facts

● At least 1 sprite

ELA Integration Scratch project

● 2-3.CT.8 Identify steps within a task that
should only be carried out under certain
precise conditions.

● 2-3.CT.9 Identify and debug errors
within an algorithm or program that
includes sequencing or repetition

Teacher
Resources

Grade 4 Use Scratch! to create
radar simulators

Scratch / Career readiness-
creating radar simulators.

4-6.CT.8 Develop algorithms or programs that
use repetition and conditionals for creative
expression or to solve a problem

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/700315588/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OQWHoBE0h3BBOso_39YI3APCwgEr6Znb?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OQWHoBE0h3BBOso_39YI3APCwgEr6Znb?usp=sharing



